
HOW TO BALANCE
YOUR THROAT CHAKRA 

What will you find 
in your A Little Zen Box this month?

Hello Magic Maker!

We are so excited to continue this magical journey through the chakras
with you this month! We'll be covering the Throat Chakra this month and
we crafted a super magical A Little Zen Box just for you! Today we are
sharing with you all the special tools, and instructions to help you heal,
balance and magnify your throat chakra so you can see speak your truth
with magic! Here is what you will find in your box:

Throat Nitiraj Natural Chakras Incense
Orgone Resin Firozi (Indian Turquoise) Pyramid
Courage Reiki Candle
Sodalite + Clear Quartz Net Necklace Clear Negativity
Throat Bliss Tea



Welcome, Gorgeous,
to this month’s box!

We are soooooooo excited to share the magic with you! Are you
ready to create some damn magic?

Are you ready to embark on a soul-stirring exploration with this month's A
Little Zen Box, dedicated to your Throat Chakra? Fantastic! We are thrilled to
accompany you on this transformative journey of self-expression and
authentic communication. Together, let us unlock the gateway to profound
insights and unleash the power of your voice, so you can embrace your
innate creativity, make empowered choices, and manifest your wildest
dreams. Within the depths of this magical box lie extraordinary tools that
will guide you to tap into your intuition and harness the boundless potential
that resides within. Trust the whispers of your soul as we embark on this
mystical path, opening the door to inner vision and the limitless possibilities
that await.

WHY IS THE THROAT CHAKRA IMPORTANT?
The Throat Chakra, also known as Vishuddha in Sanskrit, holds a significant
role in our personal and interpersonal communication. Situated at the
center of the throat, it governs our ability to express ourselves authentically
and speak our truth with clarity and confidence.

When the Throat Chakra is balanced and open, we effortlessly articulate
our thoughts and emotions, fostering effective communication and deep
connections. It empowers us to share our ideas, beliefs, and creativity,
allowing our authentic voice to be heard. This harmonious flow of energy
enables us to express our needs, set boundaries, and engage in open and
honest dialogue.

By nurturing and honoring the Throat Chakra, we invite transformative shifts
in our ability to communicate and connect with others. It encourages us to
listen actively, speak our truth with compassion, and cultivate effective self-
expression. A balanced Throat Chakra empowers us to manifest our
desires, build harmonious relationships, and contribute our unique voice to
the world.
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By creating a sacred space for introspection and tuning into the present
moment, we can access the wisdom of our Throat Chakra. Surrounding
yourself with nature and engaging in creative pursuits can also stimulate
the Throat Chakra. Immersing yourself in the beauty of natural surroundings
or expressing your creativity through art, music, or writing can awaken the
authentic voice within. These practices encourage self-expression and
cultivate the courage to speak our truth with clarity and confidence. By
nurturing our Throat Chakra, we empower ourselves to communicate
openly, forge meaningful connections, and share our unique gifts with the
world.

Take a moment to imagine a radiant sky-blue light surrounding and
permeating your throat area. Visualize this light expanding and clearing any
blockages or limitations, allowing your Throat Chakra to open and function
optimally.
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To balance and harmonize the Throat Chakra, it is essential to engage in
practices that enhance intuition and foster a deeper connection with inner
wisdom. Regular meditation and mindfulness exercises can quiet the mind,
allowing intuitive insights to flow. 

SIGNS OF AN UNDERACTIVE THROAT CHAKRA
When the Throat Chakra is underactive, there are several signs that may
manifest in our lives. Communication becomes a challenge, and we
struggle to express ourselves openly and honestly. We may find it difficult to
speak up for ourselves, share our opinions, or assert our needs and 
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SIGNS OF AN OVERACTIVE THROAT CHAKRA

boundaries. Self-expression feels stifled, and we may fear judgment or
rejection if we speak our truth. This can lead to a lack of confidence in our
verbal abilities and a sense of being unheard or misunderstood. Physically, an
underactive Throat Chakra may manifest as a raspy or weak voice, throat
discomfort, or frequent throat-related issues. It is important to recognize these
signs and take steps to balance and activate the Throat Chakra, allowing our
authentic voice to flow freely and facilitating clear and meaningful
communication.

When the Throat Chakra is overactive, there are distinct signs that may
manifest in our lives. We may find ourselves dominating conversations,
speaking excessively, or interrupting others. There is a strong desire to
express our opinions and thoughts, sometimes at the expense of listening
to others. We may also have a tendency to speak impulsively or without
considering the impact of our words. An overactive Throat Chakra can lead
to being overly critical or judgmental, both of ourselves and others. Physical
symptoms may include throat irritation, voice strain, or frequent sore
throats. It is crucial to recognize these signs and strive for balance by
cultivating active listening, thoughtful communication, and using our voice
with intention and compassion. Through awareness and mindful practice,
we can restore harmony to the Throat Chakra and create space for
authentic expression and harmonious interactions.
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SIGNS OF A BLOCKED THROAT CHAKRA
When the Throat Chakra is blocked or imbalanced, several
signs and symptoms may manifest, indicating the need for
healing and restoration:

Difficulty expressing oneself verbally: A blocked Throat Chakra can result in

struggles to articulate thoughts and emotions. It may feel challenging to find

the right words or express oneself clearly.

Feeling tongue-tied or unable to find the right words: There may be a sense

of being unable to communicate effectively, leading to a feeling of being

tongue-tied or having a mental block when trying to express thoughts or

ideas.

Fear of public speaking or speaking up in group settings: The fear of speaking

in public or sharing opinions in group settings is common when the Throat

Chakra is blocked. There is a lack of confidence in one's ability to

communicate effectively in front of others.

Holding back opinions or ideas for fear of rejection or judgment: A blocked

Throat Chakra can lead to a fear of expressing oneself due to the anticipation

of negative feedback or criticism. This fear of rejection or judgment often

results in self-censorship.

Inability to set boundaries or assert one's needs: Difficulty in asserting

boundaries or communicating personal needs is a sign of a blocked Throat

Chakra. This can lead to feelings of being taken advantage of or being

unable to stand up for oneself.

Chronic throat issues, such as a sore throat or frequent coughing: Physical

symptoms, such as recurring throat issues, including a sore throat, frequent

coughing, or hoarseness, may indicate a blocked Throat Chakra. The energy

blockage can manifest as physical discomfort in the throat area.

Feeling unheard or misunderstood in conversations: A blocked Throat Chakra

can create a sense of not being heard or understood by others. There may

be a struggle to convey thoughts and ideas effectively, leading to frustration

and a feeling of being disconnected.
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Lack of confidence in one's communication

abilities: When the Throat Chakra is blocked,

self-doubt and a lack of confidence in one's

communication skills may prevail. There may be

a constant questioning of one's ability to express

oneself clearly and effectively.

Difficulty in vocalizing emotions or speaking

honestly about feelings: A blocked Throat

Chakra can hinder the expression of emotions,

making it challenging to speak openly and

honestly about feelings. This can lead to

emotional suppression and a lack of healthy

emotional release.

Discomfort or tightness in the throat area:

Physical sensations of discomfort or tightness in

the throat region, even in the absence of any

medical conditions, can indicate a blocked

Throat Chakra. This discomfort reflects the

energetic imbalance in this chakra.

Recognizing these signs of a blocked Throat Chakra

is the first step in addressing and balancing its

energy. Through mindful practices and healing

techniques, such as affirmations, expressive arts,

and throat-focused exercises, we can restore the

flow of energy in the Throat Chakra and foster clear

and authentic communication.



What’s In The Box?
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So, what will you find in your magical zen box this time? We have included all
the magical healing tools you will need to balance and heal and balance your
throat chakra. In your box, you will find 

Throat Nitiraj Natural Chakras Incense
This beautifully scented incense is perfect for helping you
stimulate and balance your throat chakra.

Orgone Resin Firozi (Indian Turquoise) Pyramid
A mesmerizing pyramid made from Turquoise, specifically
designed to help you energize and harmonize your throat
chakra.

Courage Crystal Journey Reiki Candle
A blissfully scented herbal votive candle, filled with the intention
to bring you the courage to honor and speak your truth
eloquently.

Buddha Teas Throat Bliss Tea
This specialty blend of Buddha Tea will bring a little bliss to your
throat chakra to help you achieve balance.

Sodalite and Clear Quartz Clear Negativity Necklace
This Clear Quartz and Sodalite necklace offers the combined
benefits of clearing negativity, amplifying energy, enhancing
intuition, creativity, and inspiring self-confidence.



How to Balance Your
Throat Chakra
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Now that you learned all about the Throat Chakra and you understand how it
works, and why it’s super important for your spiritual progress, it’s time to
balance it! Here is how to balance your throat chakra with the tools from your
box:

CONNECTING TO YOUR INNER VOICE

Now, holding the incense stick, focus your intention on opening your Throat
Chakra, allowing your inner voice free of judgment. 

With deliberate intention, write in the air using the incense stick,
"acceptance," followed by "truth" and "confidence." 

Visualize these words floating in the air, creating a sacred symbol of your
desire to activate and balance your Throat Chakra.

As you engage in this ritual, feel the energy of your inner wisdom and
intuition awakening, drawing you closer to a state of deep spiritual
connection. Embrace the power of your Throat Chakra and trust in the
guidance it provides on your spiritual journey.

To truly harmonize your Throat Chakra, it is essential to cultivate a sense of
clarity, intuition, and spiritual connection. Begin by creating a sacred space for
your ritual, placing the items from your box in front of you or on an altar.
Prepare the space with a yoga mat or blanket for comfort and grounding. As
you light the incense, take deep breaths, allowing yourself to enter a state of
calm and relaxation. With each breath, visualize the smoke enveloping your
tools, infusing them with the energy of awakening, intuition, and insight. 
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BALANCING YOUR THROAT CHAKRA

Now, place your Turquoise Pyramid on your throat chakra, right around your
Adam's apple, and feel the beautiful strong energy it emits. 

Feel it energizing your chakra, brimming and bright. You can imagine it as a
brilliant, blue-green orb, charging you up. As your chakra gets brighter and
brighter, tune in to that intuitive and connected voice inside of you. Tune into
your sense of truth and trust. Understand that you have a voice that is
immensely powerful and should be used with compassion and love, 
 fearlessly.

Once you feel connected with this energy open your eyes and sit up.

First, take your Courage Candle and hold it right over your throat. This
candle will represent your courage to share your truth as well as the
wisdom to know when to listen instead of speak. Imagine energy floating
back and forth between the candle and your Throat Chakra.

Now, take a moment to light your candle and then reflect on the flame,
acknowledging the abundance of courage within you. Imagine that this
flame represents the throat energy glowing within you.

Now that you are all connected and energized, it’s time to harmonize your
throat chakra. 



Now, think about an intention or affirmation around speaking your truth
that you want to commit to for the next month. Here are some examples
to use for inspiration. 

I speak my truth with clarity and confidence.

I express myself authentically and honestly.

I communicate with kindness and compassion.

My voice is powerful and impactful.

I listen actively and attentively to others.

I set clear and healthy boundaries in my communication.

I trust my inner voice and intuition.

I am open to receiving and expressing love and understanding.

I embrace creativity and self-expression.

I use my words to inspire, uplift, and empower others.
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While your candle is burning, it's time to
allow your throat chakra to brighten.

Close your eyes and ask your higher self to
come forth. Visualize this highest version of
you coming to share their wisdom. It's
important to suspend judgment about how
your higher self appears to you. Their
presence could come to you as a color,
sound, feeling, or even a vision of you. Take
as long as you need with this step and be
gentle with yourself. 

Once you feel your higher self is close to you,
it's time to set an intention. 



Thank you!
We hope you enjoyed it!

 

Once you have created an intention or affirmation, hold your necklace in
your hands and whisper it directly into the necklace three times. Your
necklace is now charged with this intention so go ahead and wear it
anytime you need a boost or reminder to speak your truth with
confidence.     

Feel free to extinguish the flame of your candle by wetting your fingers
(just don’t blow out the candle) whenever you are ready. Also, feel free to
relight this candle when you need some additional courage. Remember,
the more you practice this, the easier it will become.

And that's all, love! Please continue working with your intention or affirmation
and remember that the universe has your back! And, wear your necklace
when you need a little courage boost.


